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Interaction between RES-E support schemes and 
the internal electricity market

> Key questions

1. How is RES-E integrated into the electricity market 
under different support schemes?

2. Do national RES-E support schemes obstruct the 
internal European electricity market? 

3. Should national RES-E support schemes be converged? 
How?
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How is RES-E integrated into the electricity 
market under different support schemes?
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The type of support scheme determines how RES electricity is 
integrated into the electricity market.

Market price

RES-support

TGC revenues

FIT FIP                                  Quota

fixed premium - cap & floor - sliding/Cfd                     

> Feed-in tariffs (FIT): purchase obligation & market integration 
by TSO; low risk to RES-E producers; priority dispatch may lead 
to negative prices (if not regulated otherwise)

> Feed-in premium (FIP) and quota: RES-E producers sell 
electricity directly on the market; higher revenue risks increase 
the required support level; negative prices are limited
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How easily can RES-E producers sell their electricity to the 
electricity market? The picture across the EU is mixed. 
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Placehoder for missing data points  (=10 points  as  default)
E: Gate closure time
D: Share of electricity traded at exchange (spot)
C: Number of companies  with more than 5% share in the national  retail  market
B: Number of companies  with more than 5% share in generation capacity / wholesale market
A: Share of TSOs  that are ownership unbundled
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Do national RES-E support schemes obstruct 
the internal European electricity market? 
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The electricity market functions independently from national 
support schemes but is affected by increased shares of RES-E. 

> Electricity from RES can be traded freely on the European 
electricity markets, even if national support is only 
available to domestic RES-E plants.  

> Some discussions whether central marketing (FIT) of high RES 
volumes creates market distortion.  

> Diverging support cost to consumers (RES-E surcharge) across 
Member States does not support convergence of consumer 
markets. 

> High shares of RES-E impact the electricity market and 
system operation. This calls for cross-country coordination.

– “Merit order effect“: Variable RES-E reduce spot market prices 
and can lead to negative prices. 

– Loop flows across countries and other system effects 

– Infrastructure requirements
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Should national RES-E support schemes be 
converged? How?
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Lessons from MS experience tell us how to design 
effective and efficient RES-E support schemes

08.11.2012 Dr. Corinna Klessmann 

Provide reliable framework: frequent 
and unexpected policy changes 
undermine investor confidence

• Policy changes transparent and predictable (e.g. 
automatic degression, clear formula for quota 
setting, pre-set revision agenda) 

• No retroactive changes
• Long term political commitment
• Guarantee support level for long term  
• Consultation with stakeholders

Lessons learnt Best practice design criteria 

Reflect and limit investment risks: 
risk-conscious (triple-A) policies 

increase growth and reduce support 
costs by up to 50%

• Tailor support scheme to RE market deployment 
status and electricity market readiness

• No abrupt or retroactive policy changes
• Avoid rigid budget or capacity caps
• Simple, transparent permitting process 
• Priority grid access and dispatch
• Quota: long term horizon and serious penalties
• Government facilitates access to capital (e.g. 

participation, financial guarantees, loans)

Adjust level of support to technology 
and market conditions

• Apply technology specific support levels
• Calculate level of support based on LCOE, so 

support neither too low nor too high
• Planned and transparent adjustments based on 

technology and market changes
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Supporting RES-E is and will remain challenging. 
How can convergence help? 

08.11.2012 Dr. Corinna Klessmann 

Financial and economic crisis in 
Europe  puts pressure on government 
budgets, consumers’ bills and access 

to finance 

• Reducing RES-E support costs by 
streamlining best-practice criteria 

• Joint European effort to attract more 
investments 

Challenges Potential role of convergence

Impact of high RES-E deployment rates 
on the electricity system and markets

• Trans-European grid development
• Integration of European electricity markets
• Coordinated reforms of electricity market 
regulations 

With RES-E becoming mainstream, 
growing opposition against RES-E (from 

incumbent electricity actors and the 
public)

Coordinated EU-wide effort on transparent 
and fair communication on the short and 
long term benefits & costs of RES-E growth
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Should RES-E support be harmonised? 
Major arguments for and against harmonisation

08.11.2012 Dr. Corinna Klessmann 

For harmonisation Against harmonisation



 

Harmonisation is a means to realising 
and expanding the internal market

The creation of the internal market 
generally facilitates cost savings 
•optimized allocation of resources
•more competition and innovation
•reduced transaction costs for investors, 
economies of scale

Harmonised European support schemes 
and/or targets could be more effective and 
easier to enforce, at least compared to 
countries lagging behind.

Uniform support payments across Europe 
could lead to high rents for producers and 
high costs to society. 
Each MS has different geographical, legal, 
political, and market conditions in which 
renewable energy support schemes 
operate. 
•A lack of context specificity could decrease 
the effectiveness and efficiency of support. 
•Domestic energy policy and different policy 
interests make harmonisation difficult to 
achieve.
Politically accepted distribution of costs 
and benefits would have to be achieved. 
Negligence of domestic costs and benefits 
could lead to (local) opposition and loss of 
public acceptance. 

Source: Beyond2020 project 2012
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There are multiple routes towards convergence of RES-E 
support. They need to build on converging electricity markets. 

08.11.2012 Dr. Corinna Klessmann 

Electricity market framework

Support framework

Common 
(best) practice

Cooperation Coordination Harmonisatio 
n

Common 
(best) practice

Cooperation Coordination Harmonisation

Convergence of RES-E market conditions
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Current steps for converging support frameworks mainly 
focus on best practice exchange. Steps towards 
implementing joint principles/design elements.

08.11.2012 Dr. Corinna Klessmann 

Support framework

Common 
(best) practice

Cooperation Coordination Harmonisatio 
n

Member 
States  

exchange 
(Concerted 

Action, IFIC, 
etc.)  

EC: Best 
practice 
guidance

Future: Minimum 
design standards for 

RES-E support?

EC:  Guidelines 
to facilitate 

trade

Some MS 
discuss coop 

mechs

Joint support 
scheme SE- 
NO; Italy...
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The integration of European electricity markets is ongoing 
but not yet completed. Market adjustments for integrating 
large shares of variable RES-E. 

08.11.2012 Dr. Corinna Klessmann 

Transmission 
network 

development

Electricity market framework

Common 
(best) practice

Cooperation Coordination Harmonisatio 
n

Cooperation 
of regulators 

(ACER)

RES-E priority  
or guaranteed 
grid access & 

priority 
dispatch

Future: Increase “readiness” for RES-E 
through alignment of electricity market 

regulations (gate closure, balancing markets, 
etc.); incentives for flexibility options?

Multi-country 
market 

coupling 
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Conclusions


 

Different market integration approaches exist (FIT versus 
FIP/quota). Whichever support scheme is chosen, RES-E 
is integrated into the electricity market and increasingly 
impacts the market.  


 

The internal electricity market functions whether RES-E 
support schemes are national or European. However, 
cross-border coordination is required to manage the 
effects of variable RES-E.


 

Convergence of RES-E support would be beneficial if 
designed well, but uniform harmonisation of RES-E 
support could lead to high costs to society and loss of 
public support. A mix of bottom-up and top-down 
approaches for implementing best-practice design 
elements seems most functional. 
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Thank you for your attention!

Ecofys Germany GmbH

Am Karlsbad 11

10785 Berlin

Germany

Dr. Corinna Klessmann

T: +49 (0)30 297 735 79-21 

E: c.klessmann@ecofys.com

I: www.ecofys.com
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Back-up
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Market price

RES-support

TGC revenues

FIT FIP                                  Quota

fixed premium - cap & floor - sliding/Cfd                     

Quota
Gov fixes quantity, market decides price



 

Obligation for suppliers:



 

Minimum RES-E share



 

Increasing over time



 

Penalty



 

Tradable certificates for RES-E production 
(‘market’ price)



 

Obligation is met by submission of  certificates to 
competent authority



 

Power sold on conventional markets

Fixed feed-in tariff (FIT)
Gov fixes price, market decides quantity



 

Fixed tariff (€/MWh)



 

Guaranteed during lifetime or x years



 

Purchase obligation 



 

(Grid (access & use) priority)

Feed-in premium (FIP)


 

Fixed premium (€/MWh)



 

Guaranteed during lifetime or x years



 

Power sold on conventional markets 

Key features feed-in tariff, feed-in premium, quota 
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Status quo: diversity of support schemes in 
Europe but some converging trends  

Source: 
Ecofys based on
Ragwitz et al. (2012). RE- 
Shaping
Ecofys et al. (2012). RE 
progress and biofuels 
sustainability.
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